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F. C. T U R N E R , Chief Engineer 

Bureau of Public Roads 

You have asked me to talk with you on the Bute 
of Public Roads' role in the present Federal-aid hig 
way program. In having asked the question, there 
the implication of a lack of understanding of our rol 
or perhaps even some disagreement with what yc 
may construe to be the role we are now playing' 
the program. The best place to begin is in the la 
itself—to see what it requires. 

It is significant that the basic underlying princip! 
which control this huge current public works progratf 
are almost identical in stated intent with those e| 
pressed in the first authorizing Congressional acts 
1916 and 1921. Those two pieces of legislation wel 
formulated after considerable debate and hearhr 
from careful studies by special committees of the Co: 
gress and the affected highway interest groups. Tfef 
were no shallow, quickie productions. It is true t! 
these original acts have been amended or supj 
mented almost every year in some form or another 
nearly 50 subsequent Congressional acts. But in 
doing, neither the philosophy nor in fact the WOK 
themselves, of the statements underlying the relate 
ship and general procedures, have been altered, eve 
after careful and exhaustive analysis and critic| 
review by Congressional committees, the Bureau, 33 
the State highway departments. In fact, in the dud 
tive of 1954 to codify the Federal-aid highway lal 
just the opposite was required. The Congress direct! 
us to change nothing in existing law except as needs 
to put it in better format so as to be easier to use. Ti: 
were specifically forbidden to make substantia 
changes; and so the Title 2 3 USC which we referI 
today as being the Federal-aid highway law actual 
contains the same words, phrases, and intent til 
governed the program in its very beginning 48 >r 
ago in 1916. It is apparent, therefore, that there is 
solid body of experience on which to base conclusion 
with respect to what is the Bureau role in the Feden 
aid highway program. 

This role is to approve, disapprove, or require mod 
fications or revisions in the individual State proposl 
as made by them for use of the Federally apportion* 
aid monies and to do so at each step in the proct 
in such manner and degree as to be able to certify 
the Congress through the various executive agenci 
that the proposals have in actual fact been acta: 
plished in accordance with the proposal as approve' 
before these Federal-aid funds are finally paid outi 
the Treasury to the State. This role, you will ml 

involves the Bureau and the State highway department 
and does not even mention you as contractors. This 
is not intended in any way to disparage the important 
and vital role which the contractor plays, but simply 
to clearly emphasize that the Bureau relationship is 
with the State—and this is defined by statute. 

But it is correct that when and if a State chooses to 
avail itself of these funds—if it makes this choice— 
then there are certain responsibilities that must be 
met. I can see nothing wrong with having responsi
bility requirements attached to the use of the money; 
in fact, I think it is proper and necessary that this be 
so. In any cooperative undertaking, necessarily there 
are certain agreed upon rules for use of partnership 
assets, whether it be large contracting or other busi
ness organization, policy ownership in a mutual life 
insurance company, membership in a social club, or 
even use of the family car by the wife and children. 

Such rules as the Bureau makes regarding use by 
the States of these apportioned funds, then, can hardly 
be complained about, unless these rules are made by 
abusing the public trust placed in the Federal Highway 
Administrator. I don't believe many—if any—of these 
rules can honestly be so classified. But in any event, 
what either you or I might personally think or feel 
about them makes little difference. The rules all are 
either spelled out in the law as statutory requirements 
or are derived from the law by regulations which the 
statute authorizes to be issued to govern use of the 
funds. 

So the State having chosen to use the funds—and 
thus having accepted the responsibility that goes with 
them—the State then submits a program in which is 
listed the projects on which it desires to apply the 
funds. The law sets up the requirement that the proj
ects must be confined to a previously chosen system 
of routes serving certain purposes defined in the law, 
in order to serve the greatest good and to avoid dis
sipating the funds on unconnected bits and pieces of road. The projects in the program, by law, must also 
be conducive to safety, be durable in material and 
workmanship, be economical in later maintenance, 
and meet the existing and probable future traffic needs 
and conditions. Again, these are the words from the 
statute itself—of 1921, that is. 

If these are arbitrary and unreasonable require
ments, in the exercise of which the Bureau has usurped 
the rights of the States, or has abused its authority, 
it would seem that the Congress would long ago have 
taken summary action to correct the situation. In seeing that the rules laid down by the Congress itself 
in the statute are being complied with, the Bureau 
is thus following the role required of it by Congress. 

Carrying our illustrative highway project further 
into the alleged web of bureaucratic red tape, after the 
program is approved the State proceeds with the 
survey, design, right-of-way acquisition, and prepara
tion of plans, specifications, and estimates of cost— 
commonly called PS & E, After submitting each of 
these for the individual project to the Bureau and re
ceiving approval thereof, the State is authorized to ad
vertise for the receipt of bids to be submitted by you 



contractors for construction of the project. The h» 
specifies that the Bureau's letter of aproval of tit 
PS & E, when issued to the State, creates a firm TO 
tractual commitment binding the Federal Government 
to pay its legal pro-rata share of the approved cost o!1 

the project when that project has been construct 
in accordance with the PS & E as submitted by th; 
State, and aproved by the Bureau. 

So, in addition to establishing basic principles, tb 
law also has quite a bit to say both directly and is 
directly about the kind of projects that are to k 
constructed, the kind of paperwork required and im 
it shall be handled, how much advertising time is it 
quired and how it shall be handled, how bidders cai 
be selected, how the plans shall be prepared, and wi
the specifications can and cannot say about product 
and materials. The law specifies that the work shall, 
be done by contract unless in some special case then 
are compelling reasons for doing otherwise; sutl1 

instances, by Jaw, must be reported each year to th 

are not in accord with the PS & E approval on which 
our project agreement with the State is based. So he 
calls this to the attention of the State with a request 
for corrective action—this of course eventually reach
ing on to the contractor. But this Bureau representative 
is there for the purpose of reviewing the State's per
formance in causing the project to be constructed in 
accordance with the approved PS & E—this he must 
do before he can make a determination that the work 
and materials conform reasonably to the approved 
PS & E and thus permit the Bureau to certify that the 
materials are in conformity with the approved PS & E 
and make payment to the State under the terms of the 
project agreement. 

Of course, you. the contractor, are affected indirectly 
by a Bureau action of the type just described. It may 
seem pretty direct or at least inevitable, to you. But 
actually you look to and depend on the State and the 
State's project engineer for approval of materials test 
reports as you dig the material and place it on the instances, uy jaw, J H U Q L ^ - leyuus, as you cog tne material and place it on the 

Congress. While these project procedures involve tb roads. It is the State tha£ has giyen vqu tQ understand State and Bureau and are of no particular concern*: that the material is meeting the specifications. Dis-
; culVl uui^au auu ai^ - j * c— 

you, I cite them for you in order to demonstrate 
)-UU, J. i-li.c mem j «u ^ v_ 
much of the detailed procedure and red tape 
the Bureau requires to be followed is done in oiiii 
to comply with the law and not just to give us sons 
thing to do or to be exercising our bureaucrai1 

prerogatives. 
Now, you may have concluded that at this poic 

in the course of a Federal-aid project, you as coi 
tractors have finally come to grips directly with tl 
Bureau of Public Roads. But not so. Your contract 
with the State and in no way, shape, or manner ( 
you have a contract with the Bureau. What you hi1 

is a two-party contract between you and the Sts. 
highway department. True, the State's selection of ̂  
as the contractor has been referred to the Bureau ai 
has received our concurrence before you were officii 
awarded the contract; and the contract itself, t 

that the material is meeting the specifications. Dis
regarding other aspects of such a situation as des
cribed, I will use it to illustrate and emphasize the 
point that the State is free to go right ahead with the 
work and is obligated by terms of their contract with 
you to pay you for the material if in their supervision 
of the contract they consider it satisfactorily meets 
the contract terms. Of course, that decision is not 
binding on the Bureau, and the State's contract with 
you contains no clauses making it contingent on 
what the Bureau may later approve and pay for. W e 
do not necessarily have to accept and reimburse the 
State for every item of payment which they may make 
to you—ours is an entirely separate legal documentary 
contract between the State and Bureau. 

I'm fully aware that you don't care about the fine 
point of distinction I have made between the two con-

i u , - tract documents; that you may say it doesn't make any 
LCU Liie ^ ' " ^ Q ^ g "and every feature connect! difference to you whether the Bureau representative is 

plans and S P^° a l s ' o r e c e i V e c j 0 u r prior apprm only inspecting the State's performance, rather than 
T7~+l™Pi^ a separate and distinct contract betm yours: and that the net effect on you and your oper-
But mere is a H , State covering the project I: arion is just the same as though we rather than the 
t h ^ - ? U ^nfi U bave contracted with the State. Thatts State were directly inspecting and supervising your 
whicn you n c t a t e a n d U s called a project agrl contract. In practice, this is true, for the simple reason 
tract between tne r e f e r e r i c e the contract as I have just stated, that your own contract with the 
T n c ' * made with you The Bureau-State proi< State is incorporated verbatim and in toto in the con-
tne btate nab i ^ ^ g t a t e t 0 construct—or cat tract which the State in turn has then made with us. 
agreement ca s ^ project which was descritf It has become the means whereby the State will carry 
W th specifications, and estimate to whicb out their part of the agreement "to construct or cause 
in tne pians, p > , three parties! tube constructed" the project on which thev have filed 
previously referred, w e no a t e contracts-* an application with us for use of the apportioned 
Stale at "his point being in the middle, since it Federal-aid monies. staie d.i t- ^ e ^ o contracts. Since the requirements governing the workmanship 
a party to eac _^ ^ middle—in about I and materials are the same, it follows then that the 

And the Sta e l perhaps this s ituation^ only things which the Bureau inspecting engineer 
way the words ^ e asking me to disco: requires the State to do are the same ones which the 
raises the qu S t a t e - S performance in this w& State in its own supervision of the project should 
because 1 ^ a f j e c t s u s both. already have required you to do. The terms of the 
position w I C c o n t r a c t o r begin work, a Burc contract must obviously be met in both cases and I'm 

« ^ l l ^ r m e a r periodically' on your project to m confident that there is no disposition on your part 
man win Geneiall ne wm find everything goc ;to do otherwise. The rub comes when there is a differ-
^ U ^ c t o r i l y But he may find that some opera* 'race of opinion or judgment as to what does actually 



s 
constitute a meeting of the contract's requirements. 
And in this field we will forever find some differences 
between individuals when each is conscientiously 
bringing to the problem his individual and varied 
range of training, experience, and objective judgment 
based thereon. 

This judgment can, of course, be abused by our 
Bureau engineer, but I'm not aware of any case where 
it has actually occurred. We're no more willing to con
done abuse of this responsibility than you are to ex
perience it. Honest differences of opinion and judg
ment are usually constructive for both parties and in 
our system there has to be a referee to reconcile the 
difference. Sometimes we have to act in that capacity. 

To bring some remedy to this problem is why so 
much work has been done in the past few years by 
the AASHO-AGC and others on improved specifica
tion?—largely through some standardization of spe
cification requirements so that there can be built 
up a consistent body of uniform interpretation and 
application from State to State and job to job. 

Likewise, a great deal of relief can be obtained by 
better trained and qualified project inspector person
nel. Many of the individual instances which you have 
experienced are traceable to errors of decision and 
interpretation made by untrained inspectors, which 
errors have to be subsequently corrected by the State 
or Bureau supervisory engineers. And some of the 
complaints arise also from inexperienced personnel 
lacking in confidence in their own decisions and thus 
being reluctant or unable to make a decision. Better 
trained personnel will bring sizable reduction in this 
problem. This is why we are working hard with ap
propriate AASHO committees to institute regular 
formalized training programs for project personnel 
in each highway department. While there are a num
ber of such training programs already in operation 
in individual State' highway departments, we need 
to enlist all States in this important and worthwhile 
effort. I believe you can help yourself by continuing 
your active support of both these remedial measures. 

One of the widespread "hearsay" complaints about 
the dual inspection-approval process is that it oc
casions useless, long delays. Let's take a dispassionate 
look at such a situation. Suppose there is a final record 
test that has been made on a section of base course 
which you are ready to prime and put the top on, 
but the test report has not yet been approved by th 
Bureau. There is no requirement on our part that 
once the work has been found satisfactory to the State, 
it must await our concurrence before the State allows 
the contractor to proceed with the topping. If the lest 
was made properly by the State—and the test pro
cedures are standard and developed by AASHO rather 
than the Bureau—and the State has confidence that 
their own test operations were properly carried out, 
then I can't see why they should delay the contractor. 
If they do delay, then it can seem to mean only that 
they do not have full confidence in themselves, suffi
cient to justify the position of trust and responsibility 
required of them under the Federal-aid statute. In 
effect, they are abdicating their rightful position and 

handing their independence over to the Bureau, 
Change orders are slightly different. In effect a 

K change order or extra work order goes outside of the 
approved project documents and must be treated in 
pretty much the same general way as the initial 
project. Any work that the Bureau participates in, 
must be approved in advance. This is not a whim of 
a power-hungry bureaucracy—it is just simply the 
law, and has been since 1916, without change. There
fore it is necessary for the State to get Bureau ap
proval on change orders or extra work orders in 
advance if we are to participate financially at ail— 
regardless of the merits of the order or the obvious 
need therefor. W e recognize that such orders involve 
going projects—and that decisions are needed fast— 
so we have long had in operation a rapid approval 
process. Often this involves sight-unseen approval by 
telephone, based upon the State's verbal presentation, 
with the required "red-tape" papers called for by 
statute coming later on in due course. 

The act of 1921 has weathered the test of time 
and its philosophy and principles have been proven. 
They are good today not simply because they are old— 
rather they have been allowed to become old but 
basically unchanged simply because they have been 
found to be a good basis for operating our highway 
program. 

As a practical matter and in keeping with the legis
lative philosophy, we are dependent in a very large 
measure on the capability and integrity of the in
dividual State highway departments. By and large— 
with notably small percentages of failure in any 
of the important and significant matters—the ar
rangement has worked well. By emphasizing that 
the present method has worked well I do not mean 
in any way to say we are against change—just the 
opposite, in fact, where proof has been advanced to 
demonstrate with reasonableness that another way 
would be better. Few programs and agencies have 
been as free of scandal charges having substance— 
and few programs have had the year-after-year over
whelming bipartisan support of the Congress. 

Restating it now, the Bureau's role is large and 
admittedly one of influence. But the right to initiate, 
ihe responsibility to actually construct and maintain, 
and the final ownership of the roads rest with the 
State. Ours is a role of approval or concurrence as 
tach step is taken by the State, including the right and 
responsibility to disagree and disapprove when in our 
judgment that is necessary to meet the principles and 
objectives stated in the enabling legislation. 
The results that are clearly visible to all prove the 

value of the scheme because we have unquestionably 
produced in the United States the safest, finest, most 
efficient highway network in the world, serving na
tional, local, and personal needs—defense, industry, 
business, and pleasure. 

The Bureau's role in the program is as stated re
peatedly in the enabling legislation—namely, to ap
prove (or disapprove) each action proposed by the 
wereign State's highway department when that 
action proposes the use of funds made available 
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through the Federal Government—or to require re
vision or modification of these proposals to make 
them acceptable to a Federal Highway Administrator 
who carries the responsibility of representing all of 
the people in all of the States. With the exclusive 
privilege which the State has to initiate every project 
proposal and to own the project on its completion goes 
a responsibility to see that it is built in accordance 
with the proposal as agreed upon: and with the re
sponsibility which the law imposes on the Bureau to 
review and approve or disapprove such proposals, 
necessarily goes the right to independently inquire into 
these proposals and to be satisfied therewith before 
giving approval to them. 

M R . A R M S T R O N G (Chairman, AGC Highway Division): 
Mr. Turner, on behalf of this association and its 
members we thank you. Your remarks have done 
a great deal to clear up misconceptions and misunder
standings of the contractor - state highway depart
ment - Bureau of Public Roads relationship and of 
their respective functions. 

Mr. Turner has consented to answer questions to 
the extent that time permits. 

Q U E S T I O N : A few years back, the Bureau, instead o£ 
making the apportionment 100% by states, cut it 
down quarterly. Two years ago, the word came out 
that they were going to stop this. Has that been 
decided? 

M R . T U R N E R : I gather that you're talking about the so-
called contract control, or reimbursement planning. 
This was done in 1959 for the purpose of controlling 
the rate at which obligations were made against the 
trust fund. The trust fund was barely running nip 
and tuck, just like your own personal bank account, 
and we had to control the rate at which obligations 
were made against that account in order to insure that 
the trust fund would not be over-obligated, and we 
would find obligations coming due and payable with
out our having the money on hand with which to pay 
them. So we instituted this so-called contract control. 
It was merely the same kind of a budgeting control 
process that you might put on your personal funds. 
W e took the total funds available, divided them into 
calendar quarters in order to better control them, and 
limited the number of obligations in each ninety-day 
quarter to the amount that we felt sure we'd be able 
to pay in full, and promptly, when the bills came due. 
Now this is still in effect, modified to some extent, 
but you as contractors are really the beneficiaries of 
it much more than anybody else. Had we not insti
tuted this procedure, we would have been permitting 
the states to create obligations at a faster rate than 
we would have been able later to pay, and as a result 
you would have constructed a piece of road, sent in 
an estimate and the state would not have had funds 
with which to pay you, and we in turn would not have 
had funds with which to repay the state. You as the 
contractor would have been holding the bag with work 

done, payrolls paid, materials bought and unable to 
JET reimbursement. 

Q U E S T I O N : As far as the contractor goes, he has a 
contract with the state, not with the Bureau. As far 
is finances go, he has a contract with the state, not 
with the Bureau. So in some places the program is 
delayed on account of the way they handle the funds, 
where if the states had it outright, we would have 
probably a better program. 

MR. T U R N E R : W e in the Bureau would be very happy 
TO get rid of the contract control, or reimbursement 
planning, scheme. Unfortunately it is not possible 
because we are operating the program at the maximum 
RATE permitted by the funds available. If we allowed 
one state to go ahead faster, we would have to cause 
S O M E other state to go slower in order to compensate 
FOR that, because in total we are obligating the funds 
LIGHT down to the wire, just as fast as they come in. 
IN fact, our cash balance is on the order of about three 
OR four days financing at any one time. Good weather 

( could put us in the red just in a matter of a few 
days. We're putting the funds into use and into 
construction just as rapidly as they come in, and this 
necessitates some control over the rate of obligations. 
THAT's still in effect, I'm sorry to say, but those are 
THE facts of life. J Q U E S T I O N : One of our keenest desires as contractors 

j HAS been to see a substantial compliance clause 
idopted or inserted in our contracts. Does such a 
substantial compliance clause exist or is there such 
an understanding between you and the states in your 
contracts, let's say, or do you require that the contract 
BE fulfilled to the letter of the word? 

MR. T U R N E R : The AASHO Guide Specifications, which 
YOU people in the AGC helped develop, contains a 
substantial compliance clause, at least the intent of 
THE words is to do just what you're proposing. W e in 
THE Bureau wholeheartedly subscribe to that. W e know 
THAT there isn't such a thing as absolute compliance. 
IT'S just not possible to do the thing in strict com-

( pliance with every letter, every period, comma, dotting 
of T H E "i" and crossing of the " T " in every contract. 
Anybody could break any contractor on any job by 
SUCH ruthless compliance requirements as that. It is 
NOT the intent, it is not the policy of the Bureau, to 
INSIST on such absurd compliance with the contract. 
Substantial compliance is certainly the only way we 
can operate in this field and this is the philosophy to 
which the Bureau subscribes, this is what we ask the 
STATES to do, this is what we say over and over again 
10 our own people, that this is the way to administer 
THE program. There is no other way to do it. 

Q U E S T I O N : We've been trying to get the highway de
partment to take jobs in increments and the Bureau 
has replied that that's all right with them, but that the 
highway department has to sell the entire job at one 
TIME. My question is, can the Bureau take the job in 
increments from the highway department? 

MR. T U R N E R : Yes and no. The Bureau has to accept 
THE entire contract. There isn't any provision for partial 
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acceptance of the first 10,000 stations and then the 
next two pieces and things like that. But, as a prac
tical matter, I believe that this can and is being done 
in many places around the country. I think that it 
will contribute to good relationships as well as proper 
management of the program. The Bureau would have 
no particular objection to it being done on an informal 
basis. I think we would encourage it in your state if 
it is a problem there. Do you want me to talk to our 
people about it? 

QUESTION: I'd be very happy for you to and grateful. 

MR. TURNER: I'll be glad to talk to them about it. 1 
think it's a wise and fair way to handle the matter. 

MR. ARMSTRONG: In connection with that, Mr. Turner, 
the AASHO Guide Specs—which I assume that EPR 
would approve, providing they were a part of the 
state documents—does have, in Section 105.16, a 
clause relating to partial acceptance of a job. Your 
answer then possibly might be to get that section in 
your state specifications and then I would assume 
the Bureau would go along with the state specif]cation. 

QUESTION: Mr. Turner, in your splendid presentation 
you answered my question, but due to the fact that as 
we travel we hear so much concern, possibly over
emphasized but prevalent enough to require special 
clarification, I ask this purely for emphasis. My ques
tion is this: How much authority and/or control, if 
any, does your field personnel have over the con
tractor? 

MR. TURNER: As far as the contractor is concerned, 
you don't exist insofar as the Bureau man is con
cerned. I'm sure you understand me in the statement 
that I make. You all are fine fellows and we can't 
operate this triumvirate without you, either one of us. 
but insofar as the official legal relationship is con
cerned, our man has absolutely no responsibility or 
authority to tell you anything directly. 

QUESTION: Mr. Turner, in the way of a progress re
port, I might say that I'm happy to report that our 
state highway department is making a serious effort 
to accept work in sections if that is the practical ap
proach to handling traffic and getting parts of lhe 
job in use. It's very gratifying and I'm happy for the 
close cooperation of this association and the Bureau 
to help bring that about. That is something that was 
frowned on seriously in our area and in other areas 
in which our firm has worked. It has been a real 
hardship in the years past. This is gratifying, and 
I'm pleased to make that progress report. Now I would 
like to ask a question that's a little bit in the area of 
the crystal ball situation, but we would all be very 
happy to hear your personal opinion of what you think 
we might expect after 1972, if you cared to venture 
that far in the future with your comments and your 
thinking. 

MR. TURNER: It necessarily will, of course, have to be 
in the crystal ball category, but as I see it, I personally 
have no doubls but what the program is going to 
continue in probably about the same size, at least, 
as we now know it. Whether or not it will continue 

\ 
[ in precisely the same directions, 1 don't know. From 
/ your standpoint I don't think you care whether you're 
{ building on a secondary or primary, and interstate, or 
[ a road to the moon as long as you're building some-
| thing, and from your standpoint 1 don't think it will 
(' make any particular difference. As you probably know, 
t there are studies underway in this area, and legisla-
• lion has been proposed in Congress but has not passed 
[ (and it looks like it will not pass in this session) which 
j would direct the Bureau and state highway depart-
( ments jointly to make a study and come up to Congress 
I with recommendations as to what we should do after 
[ the present program expires. Even without that legis-
[ larion, we're going ahead making plans and we are 
\ engaging in studies necessary to develop material 

with which to present to Congress proposals for a 
program to continue after 1972. I personally believe 
firmly that such a proposal will be accepted by Con
gress. Exactly what it will contain in its individual 
components, I don't really know, but I think there will 
be continued work in the highway field in approxi-

j mately the size and scope that we now know. This is 
my personal view. I can't predict what Congress will 

i do any more than you can, but I believe this is what 
the future holds for us after 1972. 

QUESTION: Mr. Turner, so that I can be absolutely 
sure that I understood what you said, I made a few 
notes. I'd like to read them and then ask you if that 
was the position you took: 

1. The Bureau and the state have a project agree
ment. 

2. The plans, specifications, and special provisions 
of the contract as prepared by the state are approved 
by the Bureau. The award of the contract is made by 
the state with the concurrence of the Bureau. From 
this point forward the Bureau can only require one 

!

thing and that is that the state comply with the terms 
of its agreement with the Bureau, which includes the 
construction of the project in accordance with the 
plans, specifications, and special provisions. Also, that 
the Bureau does not have any regulations which per
mit Bureau engineers to require the state or the con-

j tractor to do anything beyond honestly completing the 
[ project in accordance with the plans and specifica

tions. Is that correct, sir? 

MR. TURNER-. The answer is yes to all of the points 
)v\i have made, just exactly as you read them. QUESTION; Mr. Turner, you mentioned the close re
lationship between rhe Bureau and the highway de
partments. Doesn't this close relationship sometimes 
result in a subtle control by the Bureau. For example, 
don't the field men of the Bureau sometimes make 
the decisions, in their eagerness to cooperate, instead 
of the highway department men? 

MR. TURNER: I suspect you're right. I believe this is a 
characteristic of people, human beings being what they 
are. If the state does not make the decision, I suspect 
that there might be some encouragement on the part 
of our man to help him make it. This, however, does 
not alter the basic relationship which the statute con-

1 templates and which is the objective of the Bureau 
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that the initiative and the basic responsibility rests 
with the states I have no doubt that in day-to-day 
operations and in certain individual cases the situation 
you described does actually occur. 

QUESTION: Mr. Turner, there is at least one state that 
requires acceptance by the Bureau of Public Roads 
of a project before the state can give final acceptance 
to that project. I wonder if you would comment on 
that? 

MR. TURNER: I don't know what state you're talking 
about. 1 would like to know, because I would like to 
get it corrected. By correcting I would say the pro
vision would have to be removed, because we have no 
requirement of that type. That was one of the points 
I was trying to emphasize in my paper: that state 
action is not contingent upon the Bureau's action 
under the terms contemplated by the legislation or the 
philosophy of the present administrators of the Bureau 
of Public Roads. 

QUESTION: I think a lot of our problems as contractors 
exist because we haven't understood the relationship 
a lot of times between the Bureau and the states. The 
state highway department and its people have been 
quoting Bureau regulations to us quite often and a lot 
of times hiding behind Bureau regulations whether 
they should have been doing this or not. W e hold joint 
meetings between the state highway department and 
the contractors along with representatives of the Bu
reau in my state. Through these meetings, we have 
had an understanding with the state highway people, 
while the Bureau was sitting there listening. It has 
helped us quite a lot, because most of these miscon
ceptions have been cleared up through joint meetings 
with all three people involved. They don't join us as 
part of the contractual relationship, but we do discuss 
matters with all three in a group, and it has helped us. 
Your people have been real cooperative in that venture 
and it probably would work in a lot more states. MR. TURNER: I'm glad to get that report. W e are trying 
to be helpful and we want this philosophy and this 
method of operation to work. It's the way the law 
contemplated, it's a good way to do it and I think 
all of us, all three parties, contractors, states and 
Bureau, must acknowledge and make it work. QUESTION: In my state, as a part of our contract, we 
make reference to an equipment rental schedule that 
we have developed with the highway department and 
the AGC. Last spring we upgraded this rental rate 
to put on new equipment that was not on the oB 
rental rate and to upgrade our rental rates to a more 
realistic schedule, as equipment has increased in cost 
and the maintenance .on it has increased. This report 
was finished and accepted by the AGC and the high
way department, printed and submitted to the Bureau 
of Public Roads this summer—and rejected in its en
tirety. It started out as a rejection of a few items 
and then rejection of the whole report. The Bureau in
dicated that it wanted to sit in on our negotiations and 
know more of what was involved than putting the 
report together. My question is: W e may, as you have 
described the philosophy of the Bureau, have a con-
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[ tract with the highway department and they have a 
J contract with you, but the situation that is developing 
I (and this equipment rental rate is a good illustration) 
) lends to merely make our highway department an 
| errand boy between the contractor and Bureau of 
f Public Roads, I wonder if it is necessary for the Bu

reau to turn down this equipment rental rate book 
j or other things that the highway department has ap

proved. We have had no explanation of why it was 
J turned down. 

\ MR. TURNER: Without attempting to be facetious, and 
j as I indicated in my remarks, the state is free to go 
j, ahead and set any scale which they may desire to 

make with you. It could set a scale of $10,000 a day 
for the rental of a three-yard dump truck, and so far 
as we're concerned, it would be perfectly within its 
rights to do so. But, if it wants the Bureau to partici
pate and to pay any part of that $10,000 a day rental 

\ charge, then obviously we have to be satisfied with 
| the proposal. If we think $10,000 is too high, it ought 
P to be $9,995, let's say, then we have to make this 
j agreement separately with the state, which doesn't 

prevent it from making the $10 ,000 payment to you. 
But our payment to the state will be only that which 
we agreed upon. Now the difference is the state's, this 
is the way this kind of a philosophy has to work. I'm 

i well aware that some states claim that they do not 
have the financial capability to absorb differences and 
that they are dependent upon whatever they get from 
us to in turn pay you. This does not alter the basic 
philosophy, and the method of operation, and the way 
the thing has to work. I will look into the question 
that you have raised and I will get back to the state 
some information. W e have been in a problem area, 
with respect to rental rate approvals, because of the 
exception which the GAO has taken to the rental rates 
which we have approved on projects, not only in the 
Bureau but in other agencies of the government. They 
have taken some exceptions to the Defense Depart
ment, Reclamation service and other constructing 
agency rental rates, as well as those which the Bureau 
has been using. This is part of the reason why we 
are delayed in getting approval of this in your own 

[ state. QUESTION: One thing I would like to point out on this 
is that in developing these rental rates, several of us 
now are on electronic data processing with cost records 
on individual pieces of equipment and utilization, 
number of hours per year that we can use our equip
ment because of our severe winters, and the limita
tions of the number of hours you can use certain spe
cialized pieces of equipment. W e felt that we went 

{ into this in detail and were as realistic as possible 

!

about it. If we arbitrarily set some fantastic rates, we 
wouldn't have felt so bad about having been turned 
down, but we did feel that we had spent a lot of time 
and effort to have a realistic rental rate and then to 
have it turned down—maybe it hurt our pride. 

NIB. TURNER: The absurd rate 1 was using as illustra
tion, I made absurd simply to illustrate the point. I'm 
not implying that the rates that you submitted were 
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out of line. I think the reason is simply that we are 
in the middle of this effort to justify whatever the 
rate is. and to be able to support it throughout all 
agencies of the government. 

QUESTION: Mr. Turner, I want to thank you very much 
for enlightening me on certain impressions I had. 
I'm kind of in the same position as the other gentle
men: I'm from a small state and you know that in 
several of the Rocky Mountain states Federal-aid 
money is very predominate. One of my predecessors 
here said that, in a subtle way, the Bureau of Public 
Roads has control over the highway department en
gineers. W e do have certain engineers who are what 
we might call a litde bit weak-kneed, but for me this 
is a two-way street. In other words, the Bureau has 
done some good things as well as some bad things. 
In other words, some of the state engineers get over
board too, and then the Bureau comes to our rescue. 
So it's a two-way street as far as I'm concerned. I'm 
glad to know that you're my partner, along with ray 
banker and my bondsman. I never had put you in i 
that category, so I'm now enlightened on that. So I 
want to thank you very much. The question I do 
have that I would like to ask you may be a little bit 
personal. It seems that the amount of paper work these 
engineers in the field are having to do is tremendous. 
The last interstate job I was on the engineer was spend
ing 90% of his time taking care of the paper work, and 
we didn't see enough of him out in the field to make 
some decisions. I think, of course, you've answered 
that and we're back into personalities again and maybe 
we need better educated engineers. The other question 
1 have is about the ruling our state people tell us that 
the Bureau will not approve the third, or fourth or fifth 
tier of subcontracting. Of course, sometime we even 
have a problem getting our first line of subcontractors 
approved and when our subcontractor wants to sub
contract some of his work, why then we're getting into 
a problem. 

MR. TURNER: Subcontracting is covered in the pro
cedures and regulations and it is required that the 
subcontracting be approved just as the original con
tract is approved and concurred in by the Bureau, 
I'm interested in this fourth and fifth order of sub- \ 
contractor approval. I don't believe we get down into 
that level very often but the principal items that the 
principal contractor proposes to sublet do have to be 
indicated and approval obtained. This is for the pur
pose of, as much as anything else, your own protec
tion. It was largely instituted, originally, at the request 
of the contracting agencies as a protection against the 
so-called broker operation. In principle, this is what 
we're striving for and the actual detailed application 
of the principle to the case that you cite, I have to 
confess I'm not familiar enough with it to be able to 
satisfy you with an answer. 

QUESTION: Thank you, but you didn't answer my 
question on the paper work. 

MR. TURNER: If you want to see some paper work you 
ought to come and visit my desk in Washington. No
body will agree with you any more than I about the \ 

desirability of reducing paper work. This is one of 
the things that we're constantly striving for, for the 
purpose that you imply, in order to be able to devote 
the scarce manpower time that we have to the actual, 
more important, construction features themselves. 
This, however, is not possible in the sense that we 
can toss all the papers out the window and say, well, 
just go ahead and build it and forget about the 
paper work. As long as we're dealing with public 
funds, which every citizen of the country has a right 
to know about, and to question us as public servants 
as to what we did with his money, we're going to have 
to have paper work. We're going to have it in a larger 
degree than you might be able to operate your own 
business with. W e have got to be able to show by a 
written record made at the time of the incident what 
we did as public officials and why we did it and why 
we didn't do something else. This requires the opera
tion of this overworked terminology of "Documenting 
the Record." I don't see any way in public service that 
we can completely eliminate this business. We've got 
to have paper work in the public business. W e might 
just as well adjust ourselves to this fact. The minimum 
that we can get by with is certainly the objective that 
we're after in the Bureau, too. What that minimum is, 
you and I and others are going to differ on, but I can 
only assure you that insofar as we're concerned, we 
sympathize with the problem, we're certainly knowl
edgeable about it, and it is our intent and purpose to 
keep the paper work down to the absolute minimum 
that we feel is necessary, in order to be able to pro
duce this documented record which the conduct of 
the public affairs requires. 

QUESTION: Thank you. I'm glad to hear your statement 
on the theory of let's try to minimize. 

MR. TURNER: I understand you and we're trying to 
work toward that direction. 

MR. ARMSTRONG: Gentlemen, time is getting late and 
I'll accept one more question. 

QUESTION: Mr. Sprouse and Mr. Turner have talked 
about the relationship that has been built up for a 
period of 48 years between the Bureau and the high
way department and the contractor. W e agree that this 
relationship has been built up and has been very good, 
but we're afraid that that relationship has been almost 
destroyed by one investigation and subsequent report. 
We feel that, at least in our state, the relationship be
tween the Bureau and the highway department has 
deteriorated almost day-by-day. the communications 
are getting further and further apart, and the con
tractor is caught in the middle. W e sort of feel like a 
passenger in a plane with a pilot and co-pilot fighting 
about who's going to drive. W e are very anxious, in 
fact we are desperate, we contractors, to attempt to do 
everything we can to restore this relationship and we 
would like to know if there is any specific method we 
may employ, or what we can possibly do, to help re
store the relationship that once existed. 

MR. TURNER: The point is well made. You've already 
been doing the things, I think, that your organization 
can do. You support the basic idea, you're actually 
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working at it in various committees such as the joint 
committee that you have with AASHO, the relationship 
that you have individually with the Bureau people and 
state people, and your belief in the principle that we're 
trying to operate under. I would hope you would con
tinue that support. Both the states and the Bureau and 
you, as you imply, innocent bystanders, have been 
going through some stormy times in the last few years. 
I can assure you some of it hasn't been pleasant from 
our side either. W e still subscribe, however, to the 
basic philosophy, and we're trying to get back to that, 
We're doing everything that we can in order to move 
it back in that direction. I'm optimistic that we're mak
ing headway. I hope that improvements will occur 
more rapidly in the next year or so then they have in 
the last three or four. Because we haven't completely 
reached the answer yet, is no reason for us to give up. 
The principle is right, the method is sound, and there
fore we ought to keep striving in that direction. I think 
we are. I think you folks in the AGC are being ex
tremely helpful. W e in the Bureau' are very apprecia
tive of what you are doing in that direction and hope 
you will bear with us and give us all the continued 
support that you have in the past to try to get this re
lationship straightened out and maybe happy days will 
be here again. I certainly hope so. This is our purpose 
too, and I know that the states feel the same way. 
We're all working in the same direction. Let's keep 
pulling together in that direction and I think we'll 
make it. To all of you, I say I appreciate the oppor
tunity to be here with you. I enjoy getting out, not 
only because I'm away from Washington, but because 
I can associate with you fellows who are actually 
doing the job. I like to get my feet muddy out on the 
job too. I get tired of a desk and I enjoy getting out. 
We're trying to get the job done about the way that I 
think you want it done. Stay with us and I think we'll 
make it. Thank you again for letting me come out and 
talk with you. 


